LATERAL MOVEMENT:
How Do Threat Actors Move Deeper Into Your Network?
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Enterprises consider advanced persistent threats (APTs) to be high-priority threats due to the risks they pose against confidential data. The impact of APT campaigns to an organization or business includes data or intellectual property theft, damage to business reputation or image, and/or sabotage.¹

Phases of a Targeted Attack

In an APT campaign, attackers begin by obtaining data on the target organization such as its network environment and the organizational structure. The gathered data is then used for social engineering ploys in order to gain entry into the network. Attackers can use compromised email accounts or popular web-based email accounts to send contextually relevant email. This is done to trick employees into opening the email, which can carry exploits and malicious attachments or links.

Once threat actors gain access to the network, they establish and strive to sustain communication with the compromised computer. Threat actors then need to gain more privileges by getting login credentials from the network that has access to valuable information. However, note that threat actors may also gather information (e.g. documents found in desktops, network access for shared drives etc.) via regular user accounts. Once identified, the target data will be made ready for exfiltration.

Gaining Persistence across the Network

Lateral movement usually involves activities related to reconnaissance, credentials stealing, and infiltrating other computers.

When communication with the compromised systems and C&C (command and control) servers is established, threat actors need to sustain persistent access across the network. To do so, they have to move laterally within the network and gain higher privileges through the use of different tools. This, in turn, enables threat actors to have access to servers, which contain valuable information—the company “crown jewels.”²

Apart from servers, threat actors may be also interested in endpoint systems. For instance, confidential documents such as Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel and Microsoft PowerPoint files are stored in personal computers.

As threat actors move deeper into the network, their movements and methods become difficult to detect especially when they utilize Windows features and tools typically used by IT administrators. Gaining administrative privileges also makes threat actors’ activities undetected or even untraceable.


“An APT attack is not a one-time process. Threat actors continuously look for new targets to expand their control over the targeted organization. They also change their plans and adopt different techniques and tools depending on the information they collected.”

— Spencer Hsieh, threat researcher
Deeper and Deeper into the Network

Reconnaissance

In order to move laterally within the breached network and remain persistent without being detected, attackers obtain information like network hierarchy, services used in the servers, and operating systems.

Attackers also check the host naming conventions to easily identify which specific assets to target. They can utilize this information to map the network and acquire intelligence about their next move.

Some of the tools used in this activity include netstat, a command-line tool that can get network connection information via active connections and open ports. This may be used for identifying running services or internal servers accessed by the compromised computer. Port scanning tools check open network ports in order for attackers to make a tunnel connection between the compromised system and his system. Port forwarding tools like ZXPortMap and ZXProxy (aka AProxy) are used to create a tunnel connection to bypass firewall protection.3

Stealing Credentials

Once threat actors identify other “territories” they need to access, the next step is to gather login credentials.

Cracking and Stealing Passwords

To access these “territories,” attackers use keyloggers, ARP spoofing and hooking tools among others to obtain credentials. Hooking tools basically hook functions related to password authentication while ARP spoofing tools sniff conversations between two systems or more in a network packet though spoofed ARP to steal credentials. Pwdump is another tool for getting password hashes from the Windows registry. Other tools used are Windows Credential Editor (WCE), Mapiget, LsIsass, Gsecdump and CacheDump.

Pass the Hash

Attackers can also use a technique called “pass the hash” which involves the use of a hash instead of a plaintext password in order to authenticate and gain higher access. They can also use a brute force attack, which is simply guessing passwords through a predefined set of passwords.

Using the gathered information, threat actors can now move to new territories within the network and widen their control. These activities may go unnoticed by IT administrators since they only check failed logins without tracking the successful ones.

Infiltrating Other Computers

Using stolen credentials, threat actors can now remotely access desktops. Accessing desktops in this manner is not unusual for IT support staff. As a result, remote access will not be readily associated to an ongoing attack. Moreover, attackers may also gather domain credentials to log in systems, servers, and switches.

Remote control tools enable attackers to access other desktops in the network and perform actions like executing programs, scheduling tasks, and managing data collections on other systems. Tools and techniques used for this purpose include remote desktop tools, PsExec, and Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI). Note that these tools are not the only mechanisms used by threat actors in lateral movement.

Figure 1. Six Stages of an APT attack
Develop Threat Intelligence

While lateral movement is arduous to detect, related activities can be detected via monitoring tools and a strong in-depth defense strategy. Enterprises need to build external and local threat intelligence, which can help determine indicators and APT-related activities.

IT administrators must also be knowledgeable on how their network infrastructure looks like at the baseline, which can be used as a point of comparison to help identify if the organization has been compromised. The presence of tools that have the same function as the tools discussed above should also trigger an investigation on how it is being used in the network. Moreover, a centralized location for all those who log in a system is a reliable way to detect any unauthorized access.

Since blacklisting and traditional AV signature-based solutions won’t mitigate the risks of targeted attacks at this particular stage, enterprises need a robust security technology that can provide real-time local and global intelligence. This can help IT administrators understand the nature of the attack they are dealing with. It also supports threat intelligence initiatives with its network-wide security event collection and analysis, which can enable IT administrators to perform remediation and containment plans.

These remediation plans should include an advanced threat detection which can determine any malicious content and communications. Such a plan should also include detecting behavior indicative of advanced malware and threat actor activity, threat tracking, analysis, and action that provides real-time threat visibility and in-depth analysis.

Enterprises need Custom Defense, an advanced threat protection platform that can perform network-wide monitoring to detect zero-day malware, malicious communications, and attacker behaviors that are invisible to standard security defenses.

Such security platform uses multiple detection engines and customer-defined sandboxes that better reflect an organization’s real-life environment and allow them to determine whether they have been breached. Sandbox simulation gives them the power to block spearphishing and social engineering exploits commonly used by attackers in the initial phase of a targeted attack.

“A astute IT administrator or team who knows what is on their network may be able to detect lateral movement if they have monitoring tools installed in the proper locations.”

— Jim Gogolinski, senior threat researcher
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